S&J Synergy – June 2022
NEW ADDITIONS!
S & J Synergy are happy to announce the arrival of our new 40-yard skips to add to stock to
support our new and upcoming contracts! Our team are here to help and advice on any
waste needs you may have, no matter how big or small! Please contact our office on 01482
221217 and we will be happy to help!

As the business continues to grow, we are looking to expand our team
even further by adding some new additions to support the team here at
S & J Headquarters!
We have opportunities available for Admin Apprentices, Admin Support
Workers and a range of other support roles available! We can’t wait to
welcome some new colleagues to the team! Watch this space!

In June 2022 the UK and Commonwealth countries will be celebrating the Queen’s Platinum Jubilee.
This commemorates the 70th anniversary of the Queen’s accession to the throne in 1952, making her
the longest-reigning monarch in British history.
An extended bank holiday, from Thursday 2 to Sunday 5 June, will provide an opportunity for
communities and people throughout the United Kingdom to come together to celebrate the historic
milestone.
There will be many Street Parties to commemorate this. Consisting of BBQ’s, Bunting, and party
hats!

Party Tips!
Decorations
A street party wouldn’t be complete without bunting. Traditionally this would be a string of Union Jack flags or triangles
coloured red, white and blue.

Tip: If you don't already have a stash of bunting, you can make your own bunting from fabric. Or if sewing isn’t your
thing, try making bunting from felt triangles, rag-tie or ribbons.
TIP: Borrow rather than buy - borrowing can be better for your wallet but more important a benefit to the planet.

Netted pom-poms make a great reusable alternative to balloons. Fun and colourful, they are really durable meaning they
can be used again and again long after the Jubilee. Unlike balloons, netted pom-poms are less likely to escape and end
up as litter endangering wildlife.
Paper chains are an easy-to-make eco-friendly decoration. Use strips of scrap paper, pages from magazines, or old
greetings cards.
The team running The Big Jubilee Lunch have suggested a great idea for decorating your own street party tablecloth.
Use an old tablecloth, bedding sheet or even the back of unwanted wallpaper rolls and get creative with fabric pens,
markers or paint. This makes for a great community activity either before or during the event.

We hope you have a great Bank Holiday Weekend!

